
VERMONT ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD
10 V.S.A. ch. 151

Re: Lawrence White
Land Use Permits #iR0391-EB,  #lR0391-3-EB,  #lR03914EB,  #lR0391-S-EB,

#lR0391-5A-EB,  and #lR0391-6-EB  (Revocation)

MEMORANDUM OF DECISION
ON MOTIONS FOR REHEARING AND TO ALTER

This decision pertains to post-decision motions filed on May 18, 1998, by John D.
Hansen, Esq., counsel for Lawrence White (“Permittee”), seeking a rehearing of the above-
captioned revocation matter and alterations to the April 16, 1998, decision issued by the
Environmental Board (“Board”) revoking certain of the above permits which had authorized
various commercial activities on the Permittee’s property in the Town of Danby,  Vermont.
As is explained below, the Board denies the Permittee’s Motion for Rehearing on the basis that it
has no authority to grant such a motion and, even if it did, the Permittee does not state  grounds
sufficient to require a rehearing. The Board also denies the Permittee’s Motion to Alter because
he asks the Board to consider matters which are not property within the scope of Environmental
Board Rule (“EBR”)  3 1 (A).

I. SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS

This revocation matter has a long procedural history, which is summarized here in order
to provide a context for understanding the issues raised by the Permittee in his Motion for
Rehearing and Motion to Alter.

Between August 1980 and August 1991, the Permittee received a number of land use
permits from the District #1 Environmental Commission (“Commission”) authorizing construc-
tion and operation of a variety of commercial activities at his property on U.S. Route 7 and Town
Highway 19 in the Town of Danby, Vermont (“Project Tract”). Land Use Permit #lRO391
(“Original Permit”) authorized the construction and operation of a portable sawmill and shed:
Land Use Permit #lR0391-2  (“Dash 2 Permit”) authorized the construction of an access road;
Land Use Permit #lRO391-3 (“Dash 3 Permit”) authorized the construction and use of a
maintenance building and conversion of a restaurant building into an office for the Permittee‘s
construction business; Land Use Permit #lR0391-4  (“Dash 4 Permit”) authorized the stockpiling
and crushing of stone and gravel; and Land Use Permit #lR0391-5  (“Dash 5 Permit”) authorized
the construction and use of a storage building and 55-foot  radio tower. Additionally, the
Permittee obtained Commission approval for amended schedules for hours of operation and
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extensions of construction completion deadlines in Land IJse Permits #I R0391-5A  (“Amended
Dash 5 Permit”) and # 1 R039 l-6 (“Dash 6 Permit”).

On September 17, 1996, in response to a petition for revocation filed by several
neighbors including Harris Peel, the Board revoked all of the above land use permits, with the
exception of the Original Permit and the Dash 2 Permit, pursuant to EBR 38(A). The Board
concluded that, due to the Permittee’s failure to provide notice to adjoining property owner
Harris Peel, the Permittee had violated the Board’s Rules of Procedure pursuant to EBR
38(A)(?)(b). The Board therefore revoked the Dash 3, Dash 4, Dash 5, Dash 5A, and Dash 6
Permits (collectively, “Revocation Permits”), but provided the Permittee an opportunity to
correct the violation, pursuant to EBR 38(A)(3). uawrence  White, #lR0391-EB  et seq.
(Revocation) and Re: Lawrence White, #lR0391-7-EB  (Interlocutory), Findings of Fact.
Conclusions of Law, and Order (Sept. 17, 1996) (“Revocation Decision”) [#647].

The Board specifically required in its Revocation Decision that the Permittee file with
the Commission, within 90 days of the Board’s decision, a new application for the uses existing
at the Project Tract. The Board’s decision expressly provided that if the Commission issued a
land use permit to the Permittee based on his new application, that this permit would “wholly
supersede” the Revocation Permits. The Board also al lowed the Permittee to continue operations
during the pendency of the application and review process, and in the event of an appeal to the
Board, during the pendency of that review process, prcvided  the Permittee complied with the
terms and conditions of the Revocation Permits.

The Permittee timely filed an application with the Commission on December 24, 1996.
The Commission held hearings on March 25, 1997 and May 29, 1997. The Permittee’s desig-
nated representative throughout this proceeding was Nancy Brown, whereas his representative
in the revocation proceeding before the Board had been Jon Readnour, Esq., formerly of Carroll

I i George & Pratt.

Persons granted party status in the Commission proceeding were George and Alice
Araskiewicz, Celia Hayward, Harris and Susanne Peel, and Kenneth and Christine Rush. all
adjoining landowners, as individuals and as members c’f the Danby Protective Association
(“DPA”), and William Buckman,  a neighbor (collectivl:ly,  the “Neighbors”). The DPA was
represented by Stephanie J. Kaplan, Esq.

On September 23, 1997, the Commission issued Land Use Permit #lR0391-Y and
supporting Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and 0rder  (“Dash 8 Corrective Permit”).
The Corrective Permit authorizes the Permittee to oper.~te  an office. a maintenance building,
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a firewood processing area, and a radio tower (“Project”) on the Permittee’s 5%acre  tract of land
in the Town of Danby  (“Project Tract”). These structures and their uses are in addition to the
portable sawmill, shed, and access drive authorized by the Original Permit ;nd the Dash 2
Permit.

In granting the Dash 8 Corrective Permit, the Commission imposed several conditions to
mitigate the impacts of the Project in order to reach affirmative findings under several Act 250
Criteria. These included Condition #5, limiting the hours of operation and noise generated by
Project operations; Condition #6, prohibiting use of a rock crusher at the Project Tract; Condition
#l 1, establishing a decibel limit for noise for Project activities; Condition #12. regulating the
disposal of waste oils, solvents, and other hazardous materials generated by the Project; and
Condition #15, prohibiting the outdoor storage of tires, used asphalt, or other manmade waste
material at the Project Tract.

The Permittee sought Board review of these conditions by tiling an appeal of the
Corrective Permit on October 7, 1997, pursuant to 10 V.S.A. $6089(a) and EBR 6 and 40
(“Dash 8 Appeal”). The Permittee did not appeal the Commission’s party status determinations,
nor did he question the scope of the Commission’s review in his notice of appeal.

Although no cross-appeal was tiled by the Neighbors in that proceeding, on November 3,
1997, the Neighbors jointly tiled through attorney Kaplan a Motion to Dismiss, a Motion to
Enforce the Corrective Permit, and a Motion for Stay. They also appeared and obtained party
status at the Prehearing Conference held on November 6, 1 C i 7. Prehearing Conference Report
and Order (Nov. 10, 1997).

The Neighbors’ motions and supporting documents alleged that the Permittee had failed
to comply with numerous terms and conditions of the Revocation Permits in noncompliance with
the Board’s Revocation Decision. In particular, the Neighbors asked the Board to direct the
Permittee to stop operating his rock crusher in order to give effect to the Commission’s Dash 8
Corrective Permit which prohibited its use on the Project Tract. Alternatively, the Neighbors
asked the Board to determine that the Permittee had failed to comply with the requirements of
the Revocation Decision by violating the terms and conditions of the Revocation Permits and as
a consequence he should be denied the benefits of conducting certain activities authorized by
those permits.

On November 18, 1997, the Permittee filed a timely response to the Neighbors’ motions,
denying the alleged violations of the Revocation Permits. On November 25, 1997, the Neighbors
made a supplemental filing with respect to their Motion to Dismiss only.
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The Board deliberated with respect to the parties’ various written submissions on
December 3, 1997. The Board issued a Memorandum of Decision on December 4, 1997, which
is herein incorporated by reference. Re: Lawrence White, # 1 R038 l-S-EB, Memorandum of
Decision (Dec. 4, 1997) [#647].

The Board denied the Neighbors’ various motions. After discussing the procedural
stance of the appeal vis-a-vis the revocation proceedin::, the Board addressed the Neighbors’
Motion to Enforce and Motion for Stay. It specifically advised the Neighbors that they could
initiate Board review of the issue of the Permittee’s compliance with the terms and conditions of
the Revocation Permits, and therefore compliance with the Revocation Decision, by tiling a
timely petition requesting such relief. u. at 9. The Boxd advised the parties that any such
request would be noticed separately from the Dash 8 Appeal, although a hearing might be held
on the same day as the hearing on the merits in that mstter.

On December 15, 1997, the Neighbors filed a request for a hearing to determine whether
the Permittee was in compliance with the Revocation Decision. The request specifically asked
the Board to issue a final order with respect to the Revxation Permits in the matter Re:
Lawrence White, #lR0391-EB  et seq. (Revocation).

An Act 250 Notice of Petition for Revocation and Hearing was issued on December 23,
1997, with the Permittee and his representatives Jon Rcadnour, Esq., and Ms. Brown, receiving
personal notice of this matter. The Notice also was published in the Rutland Herald on Decem-
ber 27, 1997. The matter was docketed under the existing revocation proceeding, Re: Lawrence
&‘&@ #lR0391-EB  et seq. (Revocation). The Notice set forth specific deadlines by which
prefiled evidence and evidentiary objections were to br’ filed. It also contained pertinent
information concerning the date, time and location of a preheating conference and a hearing in
this matter. The preheating was noticed for February 17, 1998, and the hearing was noticed for
February 18, 1998.

On January 7, 1998, the Permittee entered his appearance in this matter, through his
representative Nancy Brown. He summarily denied the Neighbors allegations that he was in
non-compliance with the terms of the Revocation Pemits and he asserted that “his operations did
not present any threat of irreparable harm to the public health. safety, or general welfare or to the
environment.” Responsive Filing (Jan. 7. 199s).

On January 8, 1998. the Chair issued a memorandum to the parties clarifying who had
entered timely appearances in the revocation matter and reminding the parties of the first prefile
deadline of January 20, 1998.
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On January 13,1998, attorney Jon Readnour filed a letter with the Board stating that he
was not representing the Permittee in this or any other matter and instructing the Board to correct
its certificate of service accordingly.

On January 20,1998,  the Permittee, through Ms. Brown, and the Neighbors, through
attorney Kaplan, pretiled  their direct testimony and exhibits in this matter. Included in the
Permittee’s tiling was Exhibit LW-I, which purported to be a notice of appearance for the law
firm Carroll George & Pratt, dated January 15, 1998, but which was signed by Lawrence White.
No attorney from the law firm signed this document.

On February 2, 1998, attorney Kaplan tiled a letter indicating the Neighbors would not be
pretiling rebuttal testimony but that they intended to call William Burke, District Coordinator for
District 1 (“Coordinator”), to testify concerning the violations he had personally observed. The
letter specifically stated that the Coordinator was expected to provide live testimony at hearing.

On February 3, 1998, the Permittee, through Ms. Brown, prefiled rebuttal testimony and
exhibits. Also on February 3, 1998, the Board received a letter from attorney Timothy U.
Martin, Esq., indicating that neither his current firm.  Pratt Vreeland Kennelly & Zonay, nor the
firm of Carrel George & Pratt were representing the Permittee in the revocation proceeding
before the Board.

On February 4, 1998, a second Act 250 Notice was issued contirming  the dates, times and
locations of the preheating conferences and the hearing with respect to the revocation proceeding
and Dash 8 Permit Appeal.

On February 13,1998,  the Permittee. through Ms. Brown, and the Neighbors, through
Ms. Kaplan, tiled their respective evidentiary  objections.

A prehearing conference was held with respect to the revocation matter on February 17,
1998. at which the Chair made preliminary rulings with respect to evident+  objections and
established an agenda for the hearing day.

On February 18, 1998, the Board conducted a hearing and site visit in Danby, Vermont,
in the revocation proceeding. At the conclusion of the hearing, the Board requested that the
parties file proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law by March 5, 1998.

Both the Permittee, through Ms. Brown, and the Neighbors, through Ms. Kaplan, tiled
proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law on March 5. 1998.
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The Board deliberated with respect to this matter  on February 25 and on April 15, 1998.
On April 15, 1998, the Board declared the record complete and adjourned the hearing.

The Board issued its Findings of Fact, Conclusims  of Law, and Order (“Final Revocation
Decision”) on April 16, 1998. The issue before the Board was:

Whether the Permittee has violated the terms and conditions of the Revocation Decision,
and, if so, whether the Board should issue a final revocation order terminating the uses
authorized by Land Use Permits #lR0391-3,  -4. -5, -5A, and -6.

The Board concluded that the Revocation Permits should be revoked, both because the
Permittee had violated the terms and conditions of the Revocation Decision and because said
permits were superseded as a consequence of the issuance of the Dash 8 Permit. Therefore, the
Board made a final order revoking the Revocation Permits.

On May 18, 1998, John D. Hansen, Esq., entered his appearance for the Permittee and
filed with the Board a Motion for Rehearing and a Motion to Alter. The Motion to Alter was
filed pursuant to EBR 3 l(A).

On May 22, 1998, Chair Marcy Harding issued a memorandum to the parties stating
that responses to the motions were due on June 2, 1998. and advising the parties that the Board
would deliberate on June 24, 1998.

On May 28, 1998, counsel for the Neighbors ser t a letter to the Chair, indicating that
the Permittee’s motions had not been filed with all of the parties to the proceeding and requesting
an extension ofthe  filing deadline to June 11, 1998. This was followed by a similar request from
party Harris Peel on June 1, 1998. Also, on June 1, 1998, the Permittee filed a letter in which he
indicated that he did not object to the requested extensic’n  and asked for an opportunity to file a
rebuttal memorandum. On June 1, 1998, the Chair issued an Extension Order in which she
established a new deadline of June I 1, 1998 for respons  tve memoranda. and denied the Permit-
tee’s request.

On June 11, 1998, the Neighbors and Harris Pee each filed responsive memoranda to the
Permittee’s motions.

The Board deliberated with respect to the Permittee‘s Motion for Rehearing and Motion
to Alter and the other parties’ responsive memoranda on June 24 and July 22. 1998.
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III.

1.

2.

3.

III.

ISSUES

Whether the Permittee’s Motion for Rehearing should be granted.

Whether, under EBR 31(A), the requests in the Motion to Alter are appropriate for the
Board’s consideration.

Whether to reconsider any items appropriately raised in the Permittee’s Motion to
Alter, and if so, whether to alter the Final Revocation Decision.

DISCUSSION

A. Motion for Rehearing

The Permittee asks the Board to vacate the Final Revocation Decision and grant a new
hearing in regard to the Neighbors’ petition requesting the reopening of the revocation
proceeding to determine the Permittee’s compliance with the Revocation Decision. Motion for
Rehearing at 8. The Permittee argues that a complete rehearing of this matter is necessary in
order to prevent “a serious miscarriage of justice.” Id. The Permittee’s attorney offers no
citation to any statute or Board rule that empowers the Board to convene such a new hearing, and
instead relies on the proposition that it is an “inherent discretionary power” of an agency to open,
correct, modify or vacate its own judgments.

A public administrative authority has only such powers as are expressly granted by
the Legislature, together with those powers implied as necessary for the full exercise of those
expressly granted. New Hamoshire-Vermont Phvsician  Service v. Commissioner. Dent. of
B-I, 132 Vt. 592 (1974).T h e  B o a r d  i s  r e q u i r e d  t o  f o l l o w  b o t h  t h e  s t a n d a r d s  e s t a -
blished by the Legislature and the procedures which the Board has adopted to carry out its
statutory mandate. In re Killineton. Ltd., 159 Vt. 206 (1992).

The Board has adopted procedural rules that allow it, in limited circumstanc+  to reopen
a proceeding. These include EBR 20(A), which allows the Board to reopen a proceeding with
respect to a permit application to supplement the record with “new” evidence. The Board uses
this power sparingly, and it has denied a party’s request to reopen a proceeding to supplement the
record where the party had an opportunity to offer such evidence at hearing and it failed to do so.
Re: Mt. Mansfield Co.. Inc., #5Ll125-4-EB,  Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at
3 (Jun. 15, 1995) [EB #573].  Additionally. the Board may revisit and alter its decision. pursuant
to EBR 3 1 (A), based upon the existing record. but this procedure is not available to a party who
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was or should have been aware of possible conditions or the use of procedures before a final
decision was issued. Re: Nehemiah Associates, Inc., #I R0672-  1 -EB, Memorandum of Decision
at 2 (Oct. 3, 1995) [#592M3].  See also discussion, infra, at 18-21.

There is no statute or rule which allows the Board to rehear an appeal in its entirety once
a final decision has been rendered. The statutory scheme of Act 250 anticipates that review of
the Board’s procedural and substantive decisions, including the reasonableness and sufficiency
of the conditions attached to a land use permit, are to be conducted by the Vermont Supreme
Court. IO V.S.A. $6089(b)  and (d). If the Court detemines that the Board has erred in applying
a legal standard, in failing to make sufficient findings to support its conclusions, or with respect
to other procedural or substantive matters, the Court may reverse and remand the matter to the
Board with instructions for further hearing. See. e.g., b re Nehemiah Associates. Inc., Docket
No. 95-561  (Vt. Dec. 6. 1996).

Accordingly, the Board concludes that it has no authority to grant the Permittee‘s request
for rehearing and, therefore, the Permittee’s request is aenied. Nevertheless, even if the Court
were to decide that the Board has the implied power to rehear an appeal, the Board concludes
that the Permittee has not raised items appropriate for the Board’s consideration in a new hear-
ing. However, since counsel for the Permittee has leveled serious charges against the Board, the
Board is inclined to respond to them.

In support of the request for rehearing, the Permittee’s counsel recites at length a series
of alleged facts concerning his client’s reading disability, financial problems, and difficulties in
securing and retaining land use permits for the Permittee’s  business activities at the Project Tract.
Motion for Rehearing at 9-12, Nos. l-9. The Board notes that the Permittee did not submit a

( signed afftdavit  in support of these allegations. However, even if the Board were to conclude that
all of the facts alleged are true, none of them were presented to the Board or its Chair prior to the
issuance of the Final Revocation Decision, even though they were presumably known to the
Permittee at that time.

Counsel for the Permittee attacks the procedures used by the Board in conducting its
review of the Permittee’s compliance with the Revocation Decision, though he provides the
Board with little law to support his allegations of error. He asserts that the Board erred in the
following respects: by providing the Permittee with inadequate notice of the alleged violations;
by acting outside its authority and contrary to its own rules of procedure in reopening the
existing revocation proceeding rather than treating the Neighbors’ petition as an initial pleading
requiring a new revocation proceeding pursuant to EBR 38(A)(l); by establishing an “oppres-
sive” tiling schedule; by allegedly taking official notice of certain land use permits and sup-
porting decisions without notice: by allowing the Neighbors to call the Coordinator as a
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witness without requiring the prefiling of his testimony and then by relying on that testimony in
reaching its decision; by ruling that Ms. Brown could not testify as a witness; by failing to grant
the Permittee’s request for a postponement of the hearing; and by deliberating prior to the tiling
of proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, issuing a decision one day after the second
deliberation, thereby raising the issue whether the Board even considered the parties filings in
reaching its decision. Motion for Rehearing at 12-26 , Nos. 10-30. Counsel then repeats his
assertion that the proceeding was not fair in that it pitted his p.r.~ se client against the Neighbors
and their experienced attorney. Motion for Rehearing at 26-27, Nos. 31-32.

1. Notice

A number of the Permittee’s claims of error center on the question of whether the
Permittee had adequate notice of the matters to be considered in the reopened revocation
proceeding. Motion for Rehearing at 12-l 8, Nos. 10-14. The Board believes that the Permittee
did have adequate notice under standards enunciated by the Vermont Supreme Court. Because
this claim of error goes to the heart of whether the Permittee was provided a fair hearing, the
Board will explain in detail its position on this issue.

The proceeding conducted by the Board was a “contested case” within the meaning of the
Vermont Administrative Procedure Act. 3 V.S.A. Q 801(b)(2). As such, the Board was required
to provide the Permittee with notice comporting with due process. 3 V.S.A. Q 809(b)(4); see In re
Hot Spot. Inc., 149 Vt. 538,540-41  (1988). 3 V.S.A. 5 809(b)(4) states that a notice shall
include:

a short and plain statement of the matters at issue. If the agency or other party is unable
to state the matters in detail at the time the notice is served, the initial notice may be
limited to a statement of the issues involved. Thereafter upon application a more definite
and detailed statement shall be tiunished.

The Court construed this provision in the matter In re Vt. Health Service Corn., 155 Vt.
457 (1990). It stated that for a notice to be adequate, it is enough “that the parties be sufficiently
apprised of the nature of the proceedings so that there is no unfair surprise.” u. at 460 (citation
omitted). In that case, the agency provided notice of only the specified time and place of
hearing, but the Court upheld this notice. The Court found that the party initiating the proceed-
ing defined in its initial pleadings the matters at issue. The Court further concluded that the
original notice could not have anticipated all possible issues that might be raised at hearing
and, therefore, all that was required was “reasonable” notice, not prescient notice. Id. at 461.
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In his recitation, counsel for the Permittee ignores some important facts which shed light
on the scope of the Board’s proceeding and the notice provided the Permittee. First, the
Permittee was apprised as early as November 3, 1997, if not before, that the Neighbors alleged
specific violations of the Revocation Permits and were’ seeking Board review of the situation in
order to either obtain a final revocation order or an order requiring that the Permittee abide by the
terms and conditions of the Dash 8 Corrective Permit. & Motion to Enforce the Corrective
Permit. and a Motion for Stay, #lR0391-8-EB.  The Neighbors  specifically cited the Commis-
sion’s conclusion that the Permittee had previously failed to mitigate the impacts of his Project in
conformance with requirements of the prior Land Use Permits. Id. at 4, citing the Dash 8
Corrective Decision at 10-I 1. Additionally, they attached correspondence from Harris Peel to
the Coordinator and the Coordinator to the Permittee addressing an alleged pattern of continuing
non-compliance by the Permittee including, but not limited, to non-compliance with the Revoca-
tion Permits.

Whether or not those allegations were true, the Permittee was apprised that the Neighbors
were seeking Board review of the issue. Indeed, in accordance with the Prehearing  Conference
Report and Order in the Dash 8 Appeal, the Permittee responded to these motions with the
following general denial:

The Appellant denies the alleged violations of the Revocation Permits ##lRO391-3,  -4, -5.
-5A & 6 and seeks to continue the proceedings for obtaining a Land Use Permit for the
operations established under the permits revoked due to defective notice

The Permittee then addressed with specificity the other allegations made by the Neighbors. &
Lawrenc White, #lR0391-8-EB,  Response to Prehearlng  Conference Report and Order at 4-5
(Nov. 1*e 1997).

On December 4, 1997, the Board issued a Memorandum of Decision with respect to the
Neighbors’ motions. It specifically declined to address the alleged violations in the context of its
review of the Dash 8 Appeal, and instead instructed the parties concerning the proper venue for
obtaining Board review of their concerns:

[T]he Board will not consider the Movants alleg,ations  of permit violations in the context
of this appeal. However, the Board will entertain requests for a determination of the
Permittee’s non-compliance with the Board’s Revocation Decision and for am order
revoking the Revocation Permits. The Board has entertained such motions in the past.
recognizing the inchoate nature of revocation decisions providing for an opportunity to
correct, [Citations omitted.] If such requests are filed within IO days of this memorandum
of decision. the Board will separately notice thi: matter. provide for the prefiling  of
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evidence, and schedule a hearing on the issue of the Permittee’s alleged non-
compliance with the terms and conditions of the Revocation Decision, Such
hearing may be held on the same date as the hearing on the merits of this appeal

Re: Lawrence White, #lR0391-S-EB,  Memorandum of Decision at 9 (Dec. 4, 1997) (emphasis
added).

This Memorandum was served personally upon the Pertnittee and his representative,
Ms. Brown. At no time did the Pertnittee object to this ruling of the Board. Therefore, by
January 1998, the Permittee was fully apprised that the Board would entertain requests for a
hearing to reopen the revocation proceeding for the limited purpose of determining whether he
was in compliance with the terms and conditions of the Revocation Pertnits  and therefore the
Revocation Decision and to decide whether a final revocation order should issue.

Indeed, the Neighbors filed a timely petition on December 15, 1997, specifically
requesting a final  order revoking the Revocation Pennits.  This filing was correctly captioned
with reference to the same docket as the prior Revocation Decision, since the subject matter .vas
whether the Permittee had complied with the terms of that interim order. Additionally, this
petition specifically stated that the Motion to Enforce filed in the Dash 8 appeal proceeding on

~ November 3, 1997, “describes the reasons for this request and is hereby incorporated by
reference.” Re: Lawrence White, #lR0391-EB  et seq. (Revocation), Petition at 2 (Dec. 15,
1997). The Permittee has never alleged that he did not receive this filing.

Accordingly, on December 23, 1997, an Act 250 Notice of Filing of Petition for
Revocation and Hearing (“Notice”) was issued which specifically complied with all of the
requirements 3 V.S.A. Q 809(b)(4). The Notice not only apprised the Pertnittee and other
interested persons of the purpose of the proceeding and the basis for the issuance of the notice in

I relationship to the prior Revocation Decision and the Board’s December 4, 1997, Memorandum
~ of Decision, it set forth the following: specific dates for entries of appearance; the pretiling of

evidence and objections; the date, time and location of a prehearing conference; and the date of
hearing subject to confirmation by a further notice.

Indeed, on January 7, 1998, the Permittee, through Ms. Brown, duly entered his appear-
ance in this proceeding and formally denied the allegations that he was in non-compliance with
the Revocation Permits.

Also on January 7, 1998, per the instructions contained in the December 23, 1997 Notice.
the Neighbors tiled with the Board and sent to the Pennittee  a document identifying the specific
Revocation Permits, and conditions contained therein, which they alleged were violated by the
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Permittee. They also tiled their proposed list of witnesses and exhibits. This was six weeks
before the date of the scheduled hearing. Therefore, the Permittee was fully informed by the
Neighbors’ tiling of the matters to be addressed, and ir sufficient time before the hearing, to
enable him to prepare for that hearing or request a continuance.

On January 8, 1998, the Board confirmed by memorandum to the parties the persons
who had entered timely appearances in the matter and provided additional guidance concerning
prefiled submissions. This was followed by a second notice of hearing on February 4, 1998,
which set forth with specificity the date, time and location of the hearing in this matter. Indeed,
the date of February 18, 1998, was specifically selected for a hearing in this matter because it
coincided with the hearing in the Dash 8 Permit Appeal, thereby enabling the parties to both
proceedings to complete their presentation of evidence and cross-examination in one day in the
Danby area.

Accordingly, the Board concludes that the Permittee was provided with adequate notice
of the procedural stance and substance of the proceeding that was reopened by the Board to
consider whether the Permittee was in compliance with the Revocation Decision. Therefore, the
Permittee’s claim of error with respect to the notice issue is without merit.

2. Authority

The Permittee’s second claim of error is that the: Board acted outside its authority and
contrary to its own rules of procedure in reopening the :xisting  revocation proceeding rather than
treating the Neighbors’ petition as an initial pleading requiring a new revocation proceeding
pursuant to EBR 38(A)(l). Motion for Rehearing at 12-16, Nos. 10-12.

As discussed in Section III.(A (1) at page 10 ab’ave,  the Permittee has not fully repre-
sented the facts. The Memorandum of Decision issued on December 4, 1997, in the Dash 8
Appeal fully set forth the law supporting the reopening of the pending revocation proceeding to
assess whether the Permittee had complied with the terms of its interim Revocation Decision.
This was not. as the Permittee’s counsel argues, an initial proceeding under EBR 38(A)(l).
Rather it was a hearing convened to determine whether the Permittee was in compliance with the
provisions of the Revocation Decision. While the Revocation Decision allowed the Permittee an
opportunity to correct and to continue to operate, it specifically did so on the condition that he
comply with the terms and conditions of the Revocation Permits.

This is exactly what is required under EBR 38(A)(3). The Neighbors‘ allegations
pertained solely with respect to compliance with the Board’s conditional revocation order. As
such, while the Permittee was entitled to a hearing as to this issue, the Neighbors did not seek to
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initiate a new revocation proceeding under EBR 38(A)( 1). Moreover, under the Permittee’s
interpretation, the Board would be forced to give yet another opportunity to correct. It would be
contrary to EBR 38 to give an opportunity to correct the failure to properly satisfy an opportunity
to correct.

Furthermore, counsel for the Permittee overlooks the fact that the Board established a
specific remedial course of action for the Permittee when it issued the Revocation Decision in
1996. The Board specifically allowed the Permittee to continue to operate under the terms  and
conditions of the Revocations Permits provided he comply with those terms and conditions.
Therefore, having received a petition alleging non-compliance, the Board was within its authority
to determine whether a final  revocation order should issue.

Accordingly, the Board concludes that it acted fully within its authority to supervise
compliance with its interim Revocation Decision when it reopened the proceeding to take
additional evidence concerning the Permittee’s compliance with the decision’s terms.

3. “Oppressive” Filing Schedule

Counsel for the Permittee argues that the Board instituted an “oppressive” tiling schedule,
implying that this schedule left his client ill prepared for a hearing in the revocation matter.
Motion for Rehearing at 16-I 7, No. 13; 18-19,  No. 15; 19, No. 16; 20, No. 18.

While the Board agrees that the schedule for filing prefiled  testimony and objections
was short, it was not oppressive given the scope of the matter under consideration. Indeed, the
schedule was established for the convenience of the parties to allow hearings in both the Dash 8
Appeal and the revocation matter to be conducted on the same day. Moreover, the parties, in-
cluding the Permittee, complied with the schedule set forth in the Notice of December 23, 1997,
by making timely filings of appearances, prefiled testimony and exhibits, and evident&y  objec-
tions. At no time did the Permittee or his representative contact the Board either objecting to the
expedited schedule or requesting a continuance.

Therefore, the Board concludes that this argument is untimely and without merit.

4. Official Notice

Counsel for the Permittee argues that, contrary to the assertions of the Neighbors, there is
no record that the Board took official notice of the Revocation Permits, supporting decision, and
exhibits in those files. Motion for Rehearing at 21-22, Nos. 21-22. The implication is, that if the
Board did take official notice of these decisions, it did so impermissibly  and contrary to 3 V.S.A.
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s; 810(4).

The Permittee is correct; neither the Chair nor ..he Board issued an order indicating that it
would take official notice of these documents in the reapened  revocation proceeding. The Board
did not need to take official notice of these documents as they were made a part of the record of
the proceeding in 1996. In the section on preliminary issues, the Revocation Decision at 9 states:

The Report and Order [issued February 26, 19961  took official notice of the
Original Permit and the Revocation Permits and supporting findings of fact
and conclusions of law, including the respective applications, plans, and
exhibits on file with the Commission relative to these permits. No party
objected. Accordingly, official notice has been taken of the aforementioned
permits.

The Board did not take official notice of the Dash 8 Corrective Permit and Dash 8
Corrective Decision as they were under appeal and the-efore  not final. The Board, however,
was entitled to consider matters in the Dash 8 appeal that related directly to the genesis of the
reopening of the revocation proceeding, namely, the Dmecember  4, 1997 Memorandum of
Decision, and the parties’ motions that gave rise to that decision. The Permittee had ample
notice of these documents and their consideration in the record of this proceeding. For example.
in their petition to reopen the proceeding, the Neighbors specifically incorporated by reference
the November 3, 1997 filing in the Dash 8 Appeal. While the Permittee objected to a number of
the Neighbors’ allegations of violations contained in the November 3, 1997 tiling because they
were based on conditions in the Dash 8 Corrective Permit, he did not object to the incorporation
by reference of the documents themselves.

Therefore, the Board concludes that the Permittee’s argument is untimely and without
merit, since he himself did not object to the noticing of these documents.

5. Coordinator’s Testimony

Counsel for the Permittee objects to the Board’s having taken oral testimony from the
Coordinator at the hearing on February 18, 1998. He argues that the Neighbors should have been
required to obtain prefiled testimony from this witness and file it in accordance with the schedule
set forth in the Notice. Motion for Rehearing at 22-23, No. 23; 24-24, No. 28.

As the Neighbors correctly observe in their responsive tiling, the Coordinator was
subpoenaed to testify in his official capacity as an Act 250 employee. He was to provide testi.
mony concerning his observations at an earlier site visit, which was attended by both the
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Permittee and Ms. Brown as well as other parties to the Commission’s Dash 8 Corrective Permit
proceeding. Requiring prefiled testimony for a subpoenaed witness would not be appropriate,
Under EBR 4, a party before the Board may compel, by subpoena, the attendance and testimony
of witnesses and the production of books and records. R e q u i r i n g  aSee also 3 V.S.A. 9 809(h).
subpoenaed witness to prefile  testimony would be inconsistent with the requirements of this rule.

The Permittee was notified by attorney Kaplan on February 2. 1998, fully two weeks
before the hearing, that she intended to call the Coordinator to testify to violations he had
observed. In the February 13, 1998 evidentiary  objections filed by the Permittee, the Permittee
did not object to the Board’s consideration of oral testimony from the Coordinator.

Additionally, the Permittee has not articulated how he was prejudiced by this testimony.
The Permittee may disagree with the inferences the Board drew from the Coordinator’s testi-
mony, but in the absence of credible testimony to the contrary the Board’s conclusions are not
erroneous. For example, the fact that the Permittee’s unpermitted activities within the 25-foot
stream buffer zone were “corrected a long time ago” does not obviate the fact that the Board
found that a violation had occurred based on the credible testimony of the Coordinator. See
Motion for Rehearing at 24, No. 28.

Therefore, the Board concludes that the Permittee’s  objection is untimely and without
merit.

6. Ms. Brown’s Testimony

Counsel for the Permittee implies that the Board erred in excluding Ms. Brown’s
testimony in this proceeding. Motion for Rehearing at 20, No. 18; 23, No. 24.

Ms. Brown did not identify herself as a witness for the Permittee in a prefiled witness list
and she did not prefile testimony. Moreover. she did not identify herself as a witness in any
tiling prior to the prehearing  conference on February 17, 1998. She did prepare pretiled  direct
and rebuttal testimony for Lawrence White. and this testimony was duly signed by the Permittee,
filed, and admitted. At the Prehearing Conference, Ms. Brown suggested that she might testify
in place of the Permittee with respect to certain matters at issue. It was at this time the Chair
advised her that the Permittee’s prefiled testimony was his own. and that Ms. Brown would not
be allowed to testify for him. However, at the hearing on February 18. 1998, the Chair was
exceedingly generous in allowing Ms. Brown to ask leading questions to elicit responses from
the Permittee on redirect examination. Moreover, a review of the record from this proceeding
reveals that Ms. Brown was in fact allowed to provide sworn testimony with respect to the
locations of certain activities at the Project Tract with reference to Exhibit LW--I.
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Accordingly, the Board concludes that the Permittee’s claim of error is without merit,

7. Inadequate Representation

Counsel for the Permittee implies that this proceeding was unjust because the Permittee
was not represented by legal counsel while the Neighbors were. The Permittee argues that
Nancy Brown, the Permittee’s employee, lacked sufficient knowledge, training and experience to
deal with a case of the complexity of this proceeding. He does not directly assert that the Board
erred in failing to postpone the hearing to allow  the Permittee to hire such counsel, but that
argument is implied. Motion for Rehearing at 19, No. 17.; 26, Nos. 3 1.

EBR 14(D) specifically leaves to each party the choice of a representative in an Act 250
proceeding. The rule makes clear that a representative need not be a lawyer. EBR 14(D) states in
relevant part: “A party to a case before the board or a district  commission may appear in person,
or may be represented by an attorney or other renremtative  of his choice.” (Emphasis added.)

In 1985 the Legislature ratified the Board’s Ru. es of Procedure, including EBR 14(D),
such that they have the same effect as any law passed by the Legislature in the first instance. In
re Barlow, 160 Vt. 513, 521 (1993); In re Spencer, 152 Vt. 300,336 (1989). Moreover, the Board
has previously construed this provision and determined that the so-called “lawyer-representation
rule” applicable to court proceedings, is not controlling in Act 250 proceedings. Re: Northern
Development Enterprises, #5W0901-R-5-EB,  Memorandum of Decision at 4-5 (Aug. 2 1, 1995)
[#627]; cf. Vermont Anencv  of Natural Resources v. IJpper  Vallv Regional Landfill Corn., 159
Vt. 454 (1992).

Contrary to his counsel’s assertion, the Permittee was not PLQ s in this appeal. The
Permittee was represented throughout the proceeding by Nancy Brown, the Permittee’s
employee.

The Board denied the Permittee’s request for postponement at the outset of the hearing
on February 18, 1998, when the issue of representation was first raised. The Board entertained
oral argument from the Permittee and the Neighbors. The Board found that while the Permittee
had attempted to contact attorneys to represent him in this proceeding, he had at no time prior to
the hearing advised the Board or its Chair that he needed a continuance to actually secure legal
representation. The issue was not raised at the preheari-rg  conference on February 17, 1998.
Indeed. Ms. Brown had timely entered her appearance for the Permittee on January 7, 1998, and
no notice of withdrawal was ever received. The Board also concluded that it would be unfair to
the Neighbors, who had prepared their case and were ready to go to hearing, to postpone this
matter. In light of the above facts, the Board therefore denied the Permittee’s request for
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postponement

While at the hearing the Board did not expressly rule on the issue of whether the
Permittee was provided adequate representation, the record reveals that Ms. Brown had prior
experience as the Permittee’s representative in Act 250 proceedings and, in the performance of
her duties as the Permittee’s representative, she generally complied with the Board’s various
orders and notices. Indeed, the record reveals that Ms. Brown had served as the Permittee’s
representative in other Act 250 proceedings, including those involving the Dash 4, Dash 5, and
Dash 6 Permits. Therefore, Ms. Brown had some knowledge of and experience with the Act 250
permitting process when she entered her appearance for the Permittee on January 7, 1998.
Moreover, in prior proceedings, the Permittee did have counsel appear for h:m such that the
Board concludes that the Permittee knew how to retain counsel. Therefore. the Permittee’s
decision to forgo counsel was his own choice.

Accordingly, the Board concludes that the Permittee’s objection is without merit.

8. Deliberative Process

Counsel for the Permittee suggests that the Board rendered its decision without
considering the parties’ proposed findings of fact and legal argument. He notes that the Board
held two deliberative sessions: one on February 25, 1998, before the deadline for tiling of
proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law; the other was held on April 15, 1998.
The Final Revocation Decision was issued on April 16, 1998. Motion for Rehearing at 23-24,
No. 27.

The Board observes that it is not an uncommon practice for the Board to weigh the
evidence and offer drafhng instructions to its staff prior to the tiling of proposed findings of fact
and conclusions of law. Once the parties’ filings are received they are forwarded to the Board
members for their review. The members thoroughly consider the parties’ proposed findings of
fact, legal argument, and, if offered, proposed permit conditions. The Board always retains to
itself the right to amend and. on occasion, completely alter its draft decision in light of the filings
of the parties. That the Board issued its decision in this case promptly after the April 15, 1998
deliberation does not mean that it did not consider the proposed findings of fact and arguments of
the Permittee. Rather, the Board was required to evaluate those findings and arguments in light
of the evidence received. Given the substantial, credible evidence provided by the Neighbors in
support of their allegations of violations, and the Permittee’s lack of evidence, it was not
erroneous for the Board to make findings that did not support the Permittee’s view of the case.

Accordingly, the Board concludes that the Permittee’s speculations concerning the
Board’s deliberative process are unfounded.
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In conclusion, there is no legal basis for granting an entirely new hearing of this matter.
However, even if there were, the Permittee has not demonstrated that the errors which it has
alleged warrant such a new hearing in the interest of preventing  a miscarriage ofjustice. Indeed,
the Board has attempted throughout the entire revocaticn  proceeding to provide the Permittee
with ample opportunity to bring his Project into conformance  with the permits issued by the
Commission and the interim Revocation Decision of th.: Board.

B. Motion to Alter

In the alternative, counsel for the Permittee asks the Board to alter the Final Revocation
Decision. He would have the Board rescind its 1996 Revocation  Decision because the violation
found by the Board has been corrected as a result of the “technical” hearing convened by the
Commission in the Dash 8 Corrective Permit proceeding, which provided Harris Peel his “day in
court.” Motion to Alter at 3-4, Nos. 12-14.  The Permittee  would therefore have the Board
significantly alter it Final Revocation Decision by adopting proposed findings of fact and
conclusions of law offered by the Permittee, vacating the Final Revocation Order revoking the
Revocation Permits, reinstating the Revocation Permits, and dismissing this matter with
prejudice. Motion to Alter at 6-7, No. 24.

Specifically, the Permittee would have the Board conclude that Harris Peel had failed to
persuade the Board that the Project presents undue adverse aesthetic impacts with respect to his
property under Criteria 1 and 8, and that Mr. Peel had failed  at the Commission level to demon-
strate impacts under Criteria 1 (dust) and 5 (traffic). Mction  to Alter at 4-5, Nos. 15-17.  More-
over, the Permittee argues that the Commission and the Board both imposed “onerous” condi-
tions prohibiting the use of a rock crusher and limiting the hours of outdoor operations at the

’ Project Tract, based on evidence of undue adverse impacts under Criterion 8 on the adjoining
properties of Celia Hayward and George and Alice Araskiewicz due to noise and dust generated
by the Project. Counsel for the Permittee obliquely argues that Hayward and the Araskiewiczs
should not have been granted party status in the Dash 8 Corrective Permit and Dash 8 Permit
proceedings. Therefore, he would have the Board eliminate the related restrictive conditions
imposed by the Board, particularly those conditions prohibiting the rock crusher and restricting
hours of operations (Conditions 3.a. and 4., respectively). Motion to Alter at 2-3, Nos. 8-l 1: 5-7,
Nos. 19-24.

The Permittee obviously misunderstands the purpose of EBR 3 l(A), and its application.
Rule 3 l(A) allows the Board to consider motions to alter “as may be appropriate with respect to
the decision.” EBR 3 1 (A)( 1) specifically states:
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All requested alterations must be based on a proposed reconsideration of the
e record. New arguments are not allowed, with the exception of argu-
ments in response to permit conditions or allegedly improper use of procedures,
provided that the party seeking the alteration reasonably could not have known
of the conditions or procedures prior to decision. New evidence mav not be sub-
& unless the board or district commission, acting on a motion to alter, deter-
mines that it will  accept new evidence. (Emphasis added.)

In prior decisions, the Board has clarified what is appropriate in a motion to alter: The
motion must seek reconsideration based on the existing record. New evidence is not allowed.
New arguments are not authorized, except for objections to permit conditions or use of
procedures about which the movant reasonably could not have known prior to the decision.
Re: St. Albans Groug and Wal*Mart  Stores. Inc., #6F0471-EB,  Memorandum of Decision on
Motions to Alter at 3 (Jun. 27, 1995) [#598M];  Re: Taft Corners Associates. Inc., #4CO696-1  l-
EB (Remand), Memorandum of Decision at 6-7 (May 5, 1995) [#532R2].

The purpose of the standards concerning motions to alter is to preserve the integrity of the
appeal process by ensuring that arguments and evidence are introduced prior to a final decision
and to prevent the use of motions to alter to convert Board decisions into “proposed” decisions to
which parties can later respond, thereby elongating the process. Id.

If the Board were to adopt the Permittee’s arguments, it would have the result of
converting the Board’s Final Revocation Decision into a “proposed” decision. The Board would
be required to convene an entirely new hearing in the revocation matter to redefine the scope of
the proceeding, redetermine party status, and significantly revise its findings of fact in light of
the errors alleged by the Permittee. More importantly, it would require the Board to ignore the
express directives of its prior Revocation Decision and send this matter back to the Commission
for an entirely new hearing on the Dash 8 Corrective Permit application. This proceeding
likewise would require new determinations concerning the scope of the matters at issue, party
status, and the taking of new evidence.

Questions regarding the application of the 1996 Revocation Decision and what effect it
would have on the Permittee’s Revocation Permits should he fail to comply with the terms and
conditions of that decision should have been raised by the Permittee at the time of the decision’s
issuance. Similarly, arguments with respect to the proper scope of review in the Dash 8 Correc-
tive Permit proceeding, challenges to the Neighbors’ various party status requests and the
Commission’s determinations, and arguments concerning the conclusions that should have been
drawn from the evidence, were all matters that properly should have been raised, if not with the
Commission, then in the Permittee’s Notice of Appeal in the Dash 8 proceeding. In any event,
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they are not timely raised in a Motion to Alter. For these reasons, the Board concludes that the
Permittee’s request is not appropriate for the Board’s consideration under EBR 3 l(A).

Counsel for the Permittee makes a few additional arguments at the end of his May 18,
1998 filing. He argues that it is an extreme sanction for the Board to revoke his client’s prior
land use permits based on a mere failure to provide adequate notice. He further argues that the
Permittee should be provided an opportunity to correct violations alleged by the Neighbors and
found by the Board, especially since there is no demonstration of a clear threat of irreparable
harm to the public health, safety or general welfare or t?e environment. Motion to Alter at 28-

29, Nos. 1-3.

It is apparent from his filing that counsel for the Permittee once again fails to understand
the procedural stance of this matter. The Permittee was provided an opportunity to correct in
1996. He was specifically told that he could operate under the Revocation Permits provided he
complied with their terms and conditions.’ The Board has found that he did not. Indeed, with
respect to the planting of trees to provide a visual screen and the implementation of other
mitigation measures proposed by the Permittee and imposed by permit condition to reduce dust
and noise impacts, the Permittee has repeatedly failed to comply. It was within the discretion of
the Board to determine that, under such circumstances, the Permittee was not entitled to an
additional opportunity to correct these violations. & EBR 38(A)(3) (“In the case where a

~
) permit holder is responsible for repeated violations, the board may revoke a permit without

offering an opportunity to correct a violation.“) See also, discussion in Section 111.(A)(2) at
page 12.

In any event, the Board’s decision to revoke the Revocation Permits is not exclusively
based on the permit violations found. The Revocation Decision expressly states that if the
Permittee timely filed  a new application and received a new land use permit, this permit would

I In fact, since the initiation of this revocation proceeding in late 1995 and through-
out the proceedings on the Dash 8 permit application, the Permittee has been allowed to
operate various activities authorized by the Revocation Permits. The Board specifically
allowed the Permittee to operate pending the outcome of the Dash 8 Appeal, with the
understanding that the Permittee would comply with the terms and conditions of those
permits and the Board’s Revocation Decision. Moreover, throughout the revocation
proceeding the Permittee has been provided an opportunity to correct and to respond to
allegations of non-compliance with the terms of the Re\rocation  Decision. Therefore, the
Permittee’s claim that it has been treated unfairly by the Board is not supported by the
facts.
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supersede the Revocation Permits. Revocation Decision at 21. Accordingly, the Board’s
decision to issue a final  order revoking the Revocation Permits was in part based on the fact that
the Board had issued a Dash 8 Permit superseding the Revocation Permits, Final Revocation
Decision at 8.

In conclusion, the Permittee has failed to present the Board with a basis for altering its
Final Revocation Decision in this matter that is appropriately within the ambit  of EBR 3 l(A).
Therefore, the Board declines to consider whether to alter this decision.

IV. ORDER

1. The Permittee’s Motions for Rehearing and to Alter are denied.

2. Jurisdiction over this matter is returned to the District #l Environmental Commission.

Dated at Montpelier, Vermont, thisa’:y of July, 1998.

ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD

&&Qr~~~&~~-‘,“,~

Arthur Gibb
George Holland
Sam Lloyd
Rebecca Nawrath

Board member Martinez participated in the deliberations on June 24, 1998, but was unavailable
for deliberations on July 22, 1998. Therefore, he does not join in this decision.


